
A focused sound approach to 

treating musculoskeletal injury

Technolog y with the ability to  

pinpoint and treat injuries



PiezoWave2 VET

Focusing in on pain 
Mechanical stimuli affects almost all the cellular functions of 

living tissue such as growth, cell differentiation, cell migration, 

protein synthesis, physiological apoptosis and tissue necrosis. 

The acoustic waves generated by the PiezoWave2 converge at 

a point deep within the soft tissue to produce an intense, 

extremely short duration compression burst.

Indications for ESWT in small animals
• Disorganized or delayed healing of fractures
• Tendonitis
• Osteoarthritis
• Malformation of the elbow and hip (dysplasias)
• Sesamoiditis
• Chronic back pain

The precise targeting of tissue with acoustic 

compression provides you with a tool to 

positively influence cellular form and function.



Tissue Penetration Depth
The PiezoWave2 utilizes single and double layer piezo 
technology to create consistent energy from one pulse 
to the next. Interchangeable gel pads allow you to 
control the depth of penetration of the therapy while 
eliminating the expense of multiple therapy sources.

PiezoWave2 sends an array of sound waves effortlessly 
and without sensation through soft tissue to the 
desired, controlled depth. This results in a effective 
delivery of energy at a depth that you define without 
being compromised by tissue absorption. 
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Putting cells into motion 
Tenocytes in tendons, fibroblasts in ligaments and skin, 

osteocytes in bone, chondrocytes in articular cartilage, 

and endothelial cells in blood vessels are mechano-

sensitive and respond to mechanical forces.1,2,3 

Cells also use mechanotransduction mechanisms to 

convert mechanical signals into a cascade of cellular  

and molecular events.1,2,3 
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Our results have been remarkable.  
Especially with stifles, hips and elbows.

We’ve used the PiezoWave2 for numerous 
bone healing treatments and non unions. 
Nothing beats it at killing trigger points. 
I also use it on dogs before chiropractic 
adjustments as it makes it less painful.

 Jody Oelschlager, DVM, CCRP

We have been extremely pleased with  
the treatment results.
Tom McCauley, Owner Tops Veterinary Rehabilitation

Brad Bartholomay, DVM, CVA, CAC


